
Rendezvous Upper Elementary Assessments
 
READING 
PHONICS Assessments- given only to some students
 
CORE phonics assessment- Assesses student’s decoding ability or their ability to sound out words. 

Examines student’s ability to create and manipulate sounds such as vowel and consonant 
sounds, their ability to decode words with different word parts such as multiple vowels (ea, oi, 
au), or words with multiple syllables. 

 
REWARDS multisyllabic word assessment- Assesses a student’s ability to decode words with multiple 
syllables. 
 
Phonics practice resources and progress monitors include the CORE assessment, BRI (see below)
 
FLUENCY Assessments- Given to all students 3 times per year at minimum
 
RCBM- Reading Curriculum Based Measure- assesses how many words a student can read correctly in 
one minute from a grade level passage.
 
Nationally norm-referenced Goals: 

4th fall-  106           4th winter-   121    4th spring-  137
5th fall-  115    5th winter-   130 5th spring-   144

 
Progress monitors and practice resources include Read Naturally, Aimsweb Probes, and The Six 
Minute Solution practices
 
COMPREHENSION Assessments- 
 
MAZE- an assessment called a cloze activity where students read a passage and there are words 
missing. At each missing word students are given a choice of 3 words to fill in the blank. The score 
afterward tells how many correct words the student has chosen to fill in blanks in 3 minutes time. 
The idea behind the MAZE is that if a student understands what they are reading they will choose the 
correct word to fill in the blank. Give to all students a minimum of 3 times per year. 
 
Nationally norm-referenced Goals: 

4th fall-   13          4th winter-  20     4th spring-  20
5th fall-   17    5th winter-  22 5th spring-  26

 
BRI- The basic reading inventory determines a grade level equivalent for each student’s reading 
ability and includes assessments for decoding, fluency and comprehension as well. Not all students 
are given a BRI.
 
Progress monitors and practice resources include Aimsweb probes, Accelerated Reader, Houghton 
Mifflin Leveled Readers, BRI, Phonics for Reading, Next Steps in Reading, Read Naturally, The 
Comprehension Toolkit, and Literacy Café.
 
 
 
 
SPELLING Assessments-



 
Words Their Way Spelling Inventory- Identifies the spelling patterns and rules students are 
comfortable with and those they are not. Words Their Way activities also support decoding. 
 
MATH
COMPUTATION Assessments- determines student’s skill in number based equations that include 
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. 
 
MCOMP- The math computation assessment is a series of grade level math problems that involve 
adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing numbers of different size from single to triple digit 
and fractions based on grade level expectations. The score on the MCOMP is a measure of how many 
problems a student can answer correctly in 8 minutes.  Given to all students 3 times per year. 
 
Nationally norm-referenced Goals: 

4th fall-  24           4th winter-  43     4th spring-  56
5th fall-  13    5th winter-  21 5th spring-  31

 
 
Teacher Created Skill Based Assessment- A brief assessment has been written at both the 4th and 5th 
grade level that assesses student skills in the area of addition, subtraction, multiplication and division 
of up to three digit numbers. 
 
Progress Monitors and practice resources include Scott Foresman Investigations, Number Worlds, 
Problem Solving Step by Step, Houghton Mifflin Differentiation Cards, One minute fluency builders, 
and other teacher created resources and activities. 
 
CONCEPT Assessments- Determine student’s understanding of key grade level concepts in areas 
such as geometry, data and statistics, measurement, time, money, and word problems. 
 
MCAP- The mathematical concepts and applications assessment includes questions that relate to 
grade level concepts that each child should know. The score on the MCAP is a measure of how many 
problems a student can answer correctly in 8 minutes. Given to all students 3 times per year. 
 
Nationally norm-referenced Goals: 

4th fall-  14           4th winter-   16    4th spring-  19
5th fall-  9    5th winter-  11 5th spring-  14

 
Progress Monitors and practice resources include Scott Foresman Investigations, Number Worlds, 
Problem Solving Step by Step, Houghton Mifflin Differentiation Cards, Houghton Mifflin unit 
assessments and quick quizzes, and other teacher created resources and activities. 
 
 
 
 


